
The following text introduces
Influence 100 - the DVD, and the projects 
and processes that lead to it. The words on 
this page are meant to accompany the 
map on the reverse of this poster and an 
audio introduction on:
http://www.archive.org/details/no-go-zo
nes_203. 
The story summarized here unfolds in 100 
variations while listening to the tracks of 
the DVD. Coinciding with the launch of the 
DVD, 'influence100' will be aired as a 
continuous stream on radio1001.  
http://www.radio1001.org/

It is not easy to write a summary or report 
about the NO-GO-ZONES audio radio 
project. It’s difficult to ‘sum up’ a project 
that is very much on-going, growing, 
developing and demanding attention at all 
ends of the new branches that seem to be 
sprouting up all the time. This difficulty – 
actually a difficulty to own and over-see 
the project as if it were an architectural 
structure - is also reassuring evidence that 
we are treading 'live' and fertile ground 
with our efforts. With the NO-GO-ZONES 
project, we were and are asking, if and 
how and how far a work could 'run itself' 
and everyone engaging with it could have 
the chance to actively shape it and take 
pride in it - as much as this can be true of 
a shared moment or a platform of 
encounters.

Radio communities = 
audio correspondence between listeners 
by means of composed transmissions of 
sound, rhythms , music and words as 
creative inter-action and the document 
and archive of inter-action. 

 

Influence100 is a temporary result 
(a station) from an on-going search for 
'the sound of radio' tuned particularly to 
radio's conversational processes and 
procedures. The journey to this 'station' 
has been a hands-on, ear-in-the-street, 
and shared research into broadcasting 
and listening. The DVD compiles findings 
from a joint search, again, in a 
conversational way that may 'sound like 
radio'.

Influence100, the DVD (or 'station') 
received its audio contributions and 
'findings' from near and far, via local 
groups, global networks and inter-
continental correspondences, from the 
'workbenches' of individual listeners, 
chance encounters on street corners and 
tables of 'audio-active' gatherings.

One of our main interests is to develop 
productive exchange with other 'audio 
and radio active' groups, whether they 
are established stations or artists and any 
kind of collective of people beginning to 
hear their own hunger for another kind of 
listening and a different sound of media.

Everyone we encountered in and through 
the NO-GO-ZONES project - on the street, 
on-air or on-line, or in the stream of 
121-'broadcasts' (e-mail) - seems to 
contribute and take away something else 
and important for him-or herself. We 
called this process of 'wildly' sprouting 
media which we found while engaging 
with people through the no-go-zones 
work: 'radio communities'.

The DVD Influence100 was dreamt up and 
produced as a means of transport for the 
findings gathered in all the branches of the 
NO-GO-ZONES audio radio project; as a 
'radio' vehicle showcasing a collection of 
100 influences and findings within and 
across local and global listening and 
broadcasting scenes, within and across 
super-local or inter-continental radio 
communities.

Influence100 is an invitation to copy, 
continue, re-cycle and re-mix all the 
findings the project presents, be it by 
sourcing the audio of the DVD collection or 
the no-go-zones archive for compositions, 
or by copying the processes used here as a 
road-map, or re-cycling the procedures of 
radio inter-action as a tool-box for 'radio 
community making' where ever you are.

Influence100 gives a name to these 
processes and to the DVD as receiver/ 
transmitter of 'slow broadcasting'. its 
launch is a transmission back into channels 
from where 'audio donations' arrived 
earlier; and from there the journey will 
continue…

Influence100 presents the collection of 100 
in form of an audio player and playful 
browsing tool: the red squares on the DVD 
screen are access points to audio tracks 
and players. From this field of audio 
allotments, listeners can assemble 
play-lists for their own use, taste, or mood; 
or enjoy spontaneous 'play-listing' and 
mixing (with the help of a projector, the 
interactive screen could also function for a 
collective use in presentations or 
workshops).

Sound as a means to engage…
with historical understandings,with past 
civilizations, with readings, books, ideas, 
with mountains and flat lands, and 
forests and rock-walls, and seasons, with 
images, and future, and to-day, and 
to-night, with someone across the table, 
or on the other side of the street, or on 
the other end of the line, or behind an 
other screen…

It is one of the aims of the
NO-GO-ZONES audio radio project to test 
and make use of public service, open 
source ways of publication and 
broadcasting. Its on-line presence is as 
'rhizomatic' as the circles and networks 
of participating audience groups it 
touched and linked up with.

The project blog on wordpress.com is 
linked to a 'myspace' account  as 
introduction and 'window-display' for the 
project, a space that comes with its own 
audience, rituals, customs and users. The 
audio clips are actually stored at the 
public online site archive.org, which 
again, brings a different public to the 
work, entering the project form various 
directions via keyword search. 
Participants and contributors were asked 
to add their work via archve.org thus 
expanding and linking into an open 
network of shared listening...

Influence100 is published under the 
creative commons license allowing 
non-commercial use.
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc/3.0/

Influence100 is a product of on-going audio 
correspondence between listeners. It maps 
a collection of 100 influences on 
NO-GO-ZONES, a public audio radio project, 
which began its journey with workshops for 
students and teenagers in South London, 
drop-in studio sessions, and live broadcasts 
on Resonance fm in spring 2007. From there, 
a growing on-line archive and listening 
exchange developed: the no-go-zones audio 
archive.
http://nogozones.wordpress.co
m/category/the-audio-archive/

The 'influence100' DVD is one station 
in an on-going journey whose past and 
future movements can be tracked on-line; 
it's one access point in an evolving network. 
The link on the DVD screen leads to an index 
page on the no-go-zones blog. It connects 
the collection of 100 to the on-line sites over 
which the project has spread its recordings 
so far, and further to the networks in which 
each of the 100 contributions itself is linked. 
The index page is presented as an 
alphabetical list of the 100 - names and titles 
- each followed by a set of web-links to 
on-line audio and websites related to the 
contributions. The web-links offer entry 
points to zoom-in, make contact, speak and 
broadcast back in to the networks gathered 
with this collection; and from there the 
journey will continue…

The index page on the no-go-zones blog 
functions as a switchboard and open receiver 
to feed-back into the archive and influence 
channels brought together by the present 
project. Up-load your recordings, responses, 
re-mixes on archive.org and send us the link 
via the comment box of the index page. 
http://nogozones.wordpress.com/100-
dinfluences-dvd-index/

 

RADIO COMMUNITIES = AUDIO CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN LISTENERS THE NO-GO-ZONES AUDIO RADIO PROJECT 

WWW.NOGOZONES.WORDPRESS.COM    WWW.ARCHIVE.ORG   WWW.MYSPACE.COM/NOGOZONES

You have been listening to one (abridged) way of telling a story of active listening and                     radio-interaction. The story would not have happened, nor been told without your ears 
and your words to take it, and go your own way... If you enjoy what you are hearing from us and it speaks to you, do get in touch. We are keen to hear from you where ever you are. With 
your feed-back, and responses, or reports from your own on-going journey, you can continue to influence how the stories of slow broadcast and radio-interaction will unfold and be told 
in the future… Thank you for lending an influential ear to no-go-zones. Thank you for listening!

HALLO! LISTENER! it’s the NO-GO-ZONES audio radio project talking slow broadcast and radio interaction...... 

A Search for new broadcast methods
Documenting an audio exchange

Developing active listening
Exploring ways of listening

Developing an ear for archive listening
Use of sound as a means to engage
Making Tools for correspondence
Travelling with storytelling 

Radio/Media as a means of community development
Community as an agency for radio/media development

 EXPLORE AND USE ARCHIVED AUDIO AT  
 http://nogozones.wordpress.com/category/the-audio-archive/


